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ABOUT US
Smart Home Innovation Systems Limited as one of the best home automation 
companies in London with our expert installers, we integrate perfect smart home 
systems for any home size!  
  
We do wired & wireless  lighting control systems, multi-room 4K video, Multi-
Room audio, bespoke home cinema, heating control, blinds/shades 
and  curtains control, Burglar alarms, CCTV & surveillance, door entry, video 
intercom, garage and gate control systems and more.. 
  
What we love more is voice control. Speak up! Your house is listening. With 
Control4 and amazon Alexa or Google Assistant, now you can tell your house what 
to do—whether it’s turning off all lights when its bed time, setting the perfect mood 
for dinner, or asking for a helping hand when yours are full. 
  
We use our years of extensive knowledge and consultations  to deliver cost 
effective, feature rich solutions from single home cinema rooms to fully automated 
homes designed around you and your family's needs. Combining the very best and 
latest product ranges, we deliver results beyond your expectations. 

With over 28  years of experience, we are leading installers and we ensure 100% 
Customer Satisfaction.
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SMART HOME 
AUTOMATION
Whether you choose smart lighting, cameras  and smart door locks, streaming 
multi-room music, heating control, home cinema, or a simple one-room universal 
remote entertainment system—Smart Home Innovation has you covered. 

AWARD-WINNING SMART HOME INNOVATION PORTFOLIO. A showcase of our 
dedication to perfection, craftsmanship and lifelong customer service. 

REPUTATION IS EVERYTHING 
OUR CLIENT TESTIMONIALS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES... 

“Had a really great experience with Costas. He is very knowledgeable about his 
products and has always been very responsive when questions have come up, 
which has been very useful during my renovation project. The work has been 
completed to a really high standard and my smarthome kit is working brilliantly.” 

Simon Hacking 
Home Owner - Islington 
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MULTI ROOM 
AUDIO VIDEO
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MULTI ROOM AUDIO 
Stream high-resolution music anywhere, or everywhere. 

With our multi-room audio solutions, streaming music is a standard in every room. 
Wake up in the morning listening to your  favourite  radio channel, or walk in the 
door at the end of a long day to your favourite music playlist. 
  
With a single button press, have the lights dim while a relaxing dinner music from 
Tidal queues up. With our  audio solutions, you will enjoy an elevated sound 
experience anywhere from kitchen to the patio. 

MULTI ROOM VIDEO 
Deliver superior sound, stunning video and an incredible entertainment experience 
in every room throughout the house. 

Share your entire movie library, streaming video and satellite channels like Sky, 
Virgin or Amazon Fire TV   in every room—no need for set-top boxes and multiple 
video sources. Consolidate all of your audio and video equipment into a closet, 
creating a clutter-free installation. 
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BESPOKE HOME 
CINEMA
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Home cinemas offer the Ultimate Entertainment at home to enjoy with your family 
and friends. Custom designed systems provide you with the perfect multimedia 
experiences from any source, on any screen type. 

As bespoke  home cinema installation experts, we reflect upon our 28  years of 
experience to design and install exquisite bespoke home cinema systems that 
stand the test of time. We specialise in transforming any room in your house into 
perfect venues for watching films & TV shows, playing games and enjoying 
surround sound. 

If you are interested to create a bespoke home cinema and  looking for the best 
home cinema designers and installers in London, then call us for a free design and 
quotation. 
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LIGHTING CONTROL
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Lighting Control Systems, creating the perfect ambience. 
  
We design and implement indoor & outdoor Smart Lighting Solutions using the 
best in Smart Lighting technology to create  the perfect atmosphere throughout 
your home. Create and customise your lights according to the mood or scenario 
you want. 

AUTOMATED LIGHTING 
Lighting has always been a central part of our homes. We build our houses to make 
the best of the daylight. We use lighting to highlight the best features of our interior 
design. And most importantly; we benefit from lighting for a brighter, productive 
lifestyle at home. This is exactly why we want to create the best lighting experiences 
for you. 

Technology now enables us to accentuate the best features of our houses through 
lighting, influence how we feel and even save money.  Moreover, Smart Home 
features make lighting an even more integral part of our lives, thanks to 
sophisticated automation benefits. 

With an award-winning portfolio and 28+ years of experience, Smart Home 
Innovation Systems Ltd provide Lighting Design and control solutions that 
incorporate the best automated lighting technologies available with a design 
language that compliments your interiors with Wireless Lighting 
and Centralised Lighting solutions.  

Automated lighting technologies can contribute in the design of your interiors, help 
you make the best of natural light and save you money on energy bills. Regardless 
of whether you are undertaking a whole house lighting automation or single room 
lighting design, there is something in the world of lighting for everyone. 
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SMART HOME 
SECURITY
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CCTV systems comprising discrete external and internal cameras and a DVR, or 
hard drive recording system, will provide round-the-clock monitoring of your home, 
allowing you to check the safety of your property and grounds from any TV screen 
in the house or via your iPad or iPhone from anywhere in the world. 

Looking at CCTV systems in their most basic form, at the very least the presence of 
cameras act as a deterrent letting any would be intruder aware they are being 
watched and recorded, with the intention they will simply move on. 

KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR PROPERTY IN THE WORLD 
Your home is your largest investment, and you want your property (and your family) 
to be safe and secure. IP cameras have become foundational for security in today’s 
connected home by allowing you to monitor your home at any time. 
  
And visible security cameras are a great deterrent against mischief and crime. With 
Control4, it’s easy to check on your home from your television, touch screen, and 
even from your smartphone when you are at home or away. 

SECURE REMOTE ACCESS (INTERCOM ANYWHERE) 
From time to time should a visitor arrive at your home when you are not in the 
house, our smart systems will allow you to use your iPhone to look at the CCTV to 
check who is there, open the gate with a simple press on the screen and even open 
the front door to let them into the house using the Intercom Anywhere function. 

With our Control4 App we can provide you with complete control over the heating, 
gate entry, Lighting, Music and TV Systems all from your iPhone from anywhere 
in the world as long as you have Wi-Fi or 3G signal! 
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AUTOMATED 
BLINDS AND 
CURTAINS
We can integrate any electric blinds and curtains brand in the market with our smart 
home systems solutions. We are QMotion dealers and installers in London. 

Blinds are an integral part of any home and with smart automation, you can control 
them as you desire or leave them to be managed by the environment around you. 
Sun warming the room rapidly…don't worry, the system will automatically detect 
rising  heat and the position of the sun to start closing the blinds! Creating a 
room with the perfect ambiance! 

WE ARE QMOTION DEALERS AND INSTALLERS IN LONDON 
QMotion Blinds specialise in providing unique and innovative window covering 
solutions for the home. QMotion specialises in wire free window treatment solutions 
with all the benefits of a wired solution but without the need for a qualified 
electrician to install 240v wiring. The QMotion Blinds solution requires no wiring at 
all. 

Are built with patented counter balancing spring technology, which provides a type 
of hybrid power to work alongside the readily available and low cost recyclable D 
cell alkaline batteries that sit within the roller tube assembly. This patented 
technology means that you simply and easily remove and replace your batteries 
every 6 to 36 months depending on size and use of the QMotion Blind. 
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AFTERCARE AND 
SUPPORT
Smart Home Innovation Systems Limited are committed to providing our clients 
with long term support and service for their smart home, audio visual, lighting 
and security installations. Smart Home installations can be large   and complex 
and things can  go wrong from time to time. All smart systems should be supported 
and maintained regularly to ensure they are running to their optimum potential and 
delivering the most benefit to our clients.  

Smart Home Innovation take a proactive and friendly approach to service and 
support and we are always on hand to help our clients through any issues which 
occur. 

SUPPORT, REPAIR AND UPGRADE OF EXISTING INSTALLATIONS 
Do you have an existing AV, automation or control system that is no longer 
functioning correctly? Maybe your home cinema is out of date and needs 
upgrading to support 4K visuals or Dolby Atmos surround sound? If for any reason 
you can’t use your existing installer…perhaps they have gone out of business or 
you’re not happy with the service or support they have given you; we may be able 
to help. 

Normally we’ll undertake a ‘System Audit’ to establish the state of your current 
system, which includes testing the cable infrastructure and all the equipment to 
determine what is working correctly and what isn’t. We will then produce a report of 
our findings along with the options available to you for Smart Home Innovation to 
take responsibility for your system and the costs involved for any upgrades you are 
interested in. 

EQUIPMENT RACK REBUILD 
Unreliable systems are often the result or poor design which inevitably means the 
equipment rack cabling is chaotic, poorly labelled and with badly-made 
connections. In some cases, a system upgrade will only be worthwhile if we install a 
new equipment rack, to our industry-leading standards.
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WHAT IS A SMART 
HOME
While there are many smart products available today, it isn't until these devices 
work together in orchestration, that you experience the magic of a smart home 
system. 
  
From homes small to large, new and old, Smart Home Innovation Systems Limited 
delivers power and performance on one system that coordinates the technology in 
your house into complete, brilliant experiences—interactions that fit your lifestyle 
and are easy for your family to enjoy. With one touch, dim the lights, stream high-
resolution music, turn up the heat, lock the doors and arm the security system. 
Check in on cameras or see who’s ringing the doorbell—from wherever you are. It’s 
a smarter Living experience that you’ll wonder how you ever lived without.
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